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“Macbeth – theatre impression” – Lustra Strona Druga 

“Macbeth – theatre impression” was undoubtedly imaginative. Whilst the audience was 

sitting on the floor of the little Two Windows Theatre, Lady Macbeth came out of the 

darkness, and even though you could hardly see her, you could literally hear and feel her 

presence as she was constantly washing her hands: extremely creepy! 

 

The atmosphere was a little disturbing; the orange and blue lights did not at all 

complement the soft music which resembled music from baby toys, which created an 

odd juxtaposition for the audience.  But there was one particularly stark element in the 

whole contrasting surroundings. While the calm music was still playing, a few dozen 

pictures were screened on a white sheet. These were pictures of war:  happy-sad 

pictures, presenting people and even dogs wearing gas masks. The actors were wearing 

gas masks as well. This might have been something new to some people, but it really 

isn't. Recently gas masks were used in “The Dark Side of Love”, a production which was 

a part of the LIFT and the World Shakespeare Festival in London. What’s more, the 

entire atmosphere of “Macbeth – theatre impression” seems to be too referential, as it 

makes a lot of obvious references to productions such as the 2010 “Macbeth” directed by 

Rupert Goold. Perhaps the references were not intentional, yet they made the whole 

performance look and feel familiar.  

 

Everything about the performance suggested madness (one of the major themes of the 

play).Insanity was in the air and sometimes this performance seemed to be far too 

emotional, even for the story of Macbeth. There was a lot of shouting and running 

around; Lady Macbeth was, sometimes, too clingy and too loud, which was a little too 

much for such a wonderful and fascinating character- one of Shakespeare's most 

interesting women!  

But even though some elements weren’t perfect, the play itself was truly imaginative 

and it is definitely worth seeing. 


